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the trend of crafting multiple song mixes started with back in 2000 and this is still in vogue. most of the parties use the radio to do the song mixing and this is the reason why some of the songs of today are more than 20 minutes long. now there is no doubt that most of the songs of mid 90s would fit into two minutes
and five seconds. these types of songs will not work nowadays. these are songs that may give you a headache when you hear them in the middle of the night. song has a very good meaning behind it. it means that heart has come to the point of finding right match for it. cuckoos do not say cuckoo do because they feel

happy singing about it. people sing about cuckoos if they feel there is no solution for their problem. with yeh dil, damane salman khan became one of the biggest superstars in the industry. this song was given a makeover after it was sung by aadesh srivastava. he is also the one who introduced salman khan to music. he
is also an actor and theatre actor. the movie fails a bit when the body-swap switch is the main focus of the movie. while the switch itself is handled well, the switch is handled in a way that doesn't allow the change to be as significant as the movie would like it to be. this is more of a problem for the body-swap jokes, as it
is a consistent joke. it doesn't get old because the jokes are funny, but it doesn't become fresh because it doesn't change. while the characters are likable, the comedy relies heavily on stereotypes that are more timeless than fresh. one of the reasons that the movie works is that it focuses on the character of ali, and not

the body-swap itself. the switch is handled in a way that doesn't detract from the character, and the character is one that you can connect with. the switch is handled well, but it doesn't have the level of impact that the movie would like it to. the body-swap jokes are the most consistent element of the movie, and they
don't change, which makes the jokes less fresh than they could be. the jokes are funny, but it's a little too repetitive to make it the most memorable part of the movie.
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the movie is also known for introducing a new type of comedy with its body-swap idea, but it doesn't last as the story is not very original or funny. the characters are well-developed and the action scenes are pretty good. there are a lot of body-swap movies, but this is one of the best ones. one of the most enjoyable
aspects is that the twist is used to make both characters grow and change, and with any luck, both the audience and the characters will grow from the experience. while having this movie be about two girls is a big step up from the usual body swap movies, the two girls aren't that different. they are both unapologetic,
outgoing and stubborn, but the real twist is that the two girls share a sibling (and even room) in the same house. the two friends that become the same sex aren't that different either, as they are both playful and sarcastic. the best part of this movie is the fact that the two girls switch bodies, which adds a whole new

level of fun to the movie. it's great seeing how these girls turn out different when the switch happens, and it's definitely the twist that makes this movie stand out from the rest. this movie is a good teen comedy that finds the first two girls swapping bodies. both of them have a lot of personality and are fun to watch, and
it's a movie that's guaranteed to make you laugh. it's a little predictable, but still worth watching. after go goa gone and bhai, im excited to see how much salman, katrina and their team are willing to take on the challenging task of directing a different kind of a movie. his initial direction for dabangg and bodyguard was

good. we will wait and watch as he directs a comedy. 5ec8ef588b
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